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Abstract
Life-history evolution is determined by the interplay between natural selection and adaptive constraints. The classical approach to studying constrained life-history evolution -Richard Levins's geometric comparison of fitness sets and adaptive functions -is applicable when selection pressures are frequency-independent. Here we extend this widely used tool to frequency-dependent selection. Such selection pressures vary with a population's phenotypic composition, and are increasingly recognized as ubiquitous. Under frequency dependence, two independent properties have to be distinguished: evolutionary stability (an evolutionary stable strategy cannot be invaded once established) and convergence stability (only a convergence stable strategy can be attained through small, selectively advantageous steps). Combination of both properties results in four classes of possible evolutionary outcomes. We introduce a geometric mode of analysis that enables us to predict, for any bivariate selection problem, (i) evolutionary outcomes induced by trade-offs of given shape, (ii) shapes of trade-offs required for given evolutionary outcomes, (iii) the set of all evolutionary outcomes trade-offs can induce, (iv) effects of ecological parameters on evolutionary outcomes independent of trade-off shape. 
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Introduction
Evolution in general is driven by a complex interplay between selection pressures and constraints. To illustrate the importance of life-history constraints, Richard Law (1979) introduced the "Darwinian demon": exempt from all constraints, it produces very large numbers of offspring at frequent intervals, supplies each offspring with massive food reserves, lives long, achieves this in any habitat, etc. Evidently, such imaginary superorganism would quickly take over the earth's biosphere and eradicate all diversity. Understanding biodiversity therefore always entails identifying the trade-offs and constraints that prevent Darwinian demons from existing in nature.
Some constraints arise from mathematical or physical considerations; for example, a probability is bounded between 0 and 1. Other constraints such as trade-offs are often unknown, and even when qualitative insight exists, their shapes remain uncertain: empirical measurements of plausible trade-offs are amazingly difficult (e.g., Simms and Rausher 1987; Mole 1994; Ebert and Bull 2003) . Yet, traditional evolutionary predictions tend to crucially depend on the precise shape of trade-offs assumed (e.g., Lipsitch 1996; Kisdi 2001; Dieckmann 2002) . It is therefore critical to develop tools for evolutionary analysis that are robust against trade-off variations. Here we introduce a geometric mode of analysis that yields general conclusions independent of particular trade-off shapes.
The fundamental importance of natural selection's interaction with trade-offs has been highlighted by Richard Levins's fitness set analysis. Introduced already forty years ago (Levins 1962a (Levins , 1962b (Levins , 1968 , this geometric method for predicting evolutionary outcomes in bivariate selection problems still enjoys widespread recognition -not only in evolutionary teaching (e.g., Yodzis 1989:324-351; Case 1999:175-177; Calow 1999:758) but also in research (Levins 1962a and 1968 have accrued more than 1000 citations over the past 15 years). Levins's geometric analysis is popular because: (i) it is simple and geometric, (ii) it separately considers selection pressures and trade-offs, thus allowing them to be varied independently and flexibly, and (iii) it allows addressing questions about coexistence and the emergence of polymorphisms. Yet Levins's approach suffers from a serious drawback: it does not allow for selection pressures to be frequency-dependent. This is because, in Levins's framework, each combination of phenotypes is assigned a unique fitness value -independently of which other phenotypes reside in the adapting population. However, in general, the lifetime reproductive success of an individual does not only depend on its own phenotype, but also on the environment it experiences, notably including the conspecifics and heterospecifics it interacts with. For example, the effect of competitors on a focal individual depends on their number, but also on their phenotypes. Based on a great variety of such examples, it seems fair to conclude that most natural selection pressures possess frequency-dependent components. This paper extends classical fitness set analysis to include frequency-dependent selection.
Under frequency dependent selection, two independent properties have to be distinguished, referred to as evolutionary stability (an evolutionary stable strategy cannot be invaded once established) and convergence stability (only a convergence stable strategy can be attained through small, selectively advantageous steps). These two properties are independent (Eshel 1983), resulting in four classes of possible evolutionary outcomes (see glossary). Finding and classifying evolutionary outcomes along a given trade-off curve is a one-dimensional problem that is already thoroughly understood. However, the existing methods require making ad-hoc assumptions about the shape of trade-off curves (Rueffler et al. 2004 ). Our method, by contrast, provides a geometric representation of evolutionary stability and convergence stability. It thus enables us to visualize in a single go how evolutionary outcomes depend on trade-offs. This means that we can predict the evolutionary outcome induced by any specific tradeoff and delineate the features of trade-off curves required for inducing a specific evolutionary outcome. In addition, we can easily identify the complete set of evolutionary outcomes conceivable trade-offs can induce and ascertain the effect of ecological parameters on evolutionary outcomes independent of trade-off shapes. We illustrate the utility of such an approach by showing a situation where a whole class of possible outcomes had been overlooked until now because only particular trade-offs were investigated (see first example below). By cleanly separating the analysis of selection pressures from the analysis of trade-off effects, we thus obtain general results without any danger of accidentally overlooking evolutionary outcomes that become possible only for particular types of trade-off.
Our geometric approach is complemented by corresponding analytical methods (Appendix 1): to apply the toolbox presented here, readers can switch between these two equivalent styles of analysis. Section 2 introduces the feedback between individual fitness and population composition resulting in frequency-dependent selection. Sections 3 and 4 describe the core of our generalized framework and explain how the intricacies of frequency-dependent selection are accommodated in a simple geometrical style of analysis. The resulting technique is summarized in Section 5. Section 6 illustrates how to use the new graphical tools to analyze adaptations to two habitats. We also explain how Levins's classical fitness set analysis (Appendix 2) is encompassed by our new framework (Appendix 3). A glossary of key technical terms accompanies this article (Box 1).
Implications of frequency-dependent selection
Frequency-dependent selection is ubiquitous in nature, since the performance of organisms is rarely independent of the phenotypes prevalent in their population. We already mentioned competitive interactions, where the phenotypes against which a focal individual is competing will usually matter (e.g., Taper and Case 1985; Matsuda and Abrams 1994; Law et al. 1997; Kisdi 1999) . Other key examples of frequencydependent selection involve cheating or defecting strategies in behavioral evolution. Such strategies may do very well as long as they are rare in a population of cooperative individuals but fare worse or even perish when surrounded only by other cheaters (e.g., Nowak et al. 1994; Hauert et al. 2002; Sigmund 2002; Le Galliard et al. 2003) . Other mechanisms resulting in frequency-dependent selection are predator-prey interactions (e.g., Saloniemi 1993; Dieckmann et al. 1995; Abrams and Matsuda 1996) , plantherbivore dynamics (e.g., Harding and Lovelock 1996; de Mazancourt et al. 2001) , mutualism (e.g., Mallet 1999; Doebeli and Dieckmann 2000) , and epidemiological processes (e.g., May 1983; Dieckmann 2002) . Hence, for many problems of interest in life-history evolution, a unique fitness value cannot be attributed to each strategy independently of the composition of its population; consequently, Levins's framework of analysis is not applicable (see Appendix 2). It thus seems important to develop an extended framework for geometrically analyzing constrained life-history evolution under frequency dependence. In general, this leads to models in which the entire distribution of phenotypes in a population has to be tracked through evolutionary time (as, e.g., in Taper and Case 1992) . Two simplifications are commonly used to tackle this complexity:
• Either one assumes that phenotypes in the evolving population always remain normally distributed and that they exhibit the same phenotypic variance at any moment in time (quantitative genetics approach; e.g., Lande 1979; Taper and Case 1985; Iwasa et al. 1991; Abrams et al. 1993; Vincent et al. 1993; Turelli and Barton 1994) .
• Or one assumes that evolution proceeds by a sequence of evolutionary innovations during which a new selectively advantageous phenotype invades and replaces an essentially monomorphic population of resident phenotypes (adaptive dynamics approach; e.g., Metz et al. 1992 Metz et al. , 1996 Dieckmann and Law 1996; Geritz et al. 1997 Geritz et al. , 1998 Dieckmann 1997 ). In general, both approaches yield similar results. The former is more suited to study short-term evolution, where selection acts on substantial standing genetic variation generated through recombination, whereas the latter is more geared to analyzing longterm evolution, where evolution depends on new phenotypes becoming available through suitable mutations or rare recombination. This paper's Discussion highlights the one important situation in which evolutionary predictions could qualitatively vary with the choice of approach.
Geometric analysis of directional evolution
In phenotype space, a population is represented by a point whose location corresponds to the population's mean phenotype (in the quantitative genetic approach) or resident phenotype (in the adaptive dynamics approach). As the population's phenotypic composition changes over time through evolution and selection, such a point describes a trajectory in phenotype space. Without frequency dependence, a single fitness value can be ascribed to each phenotype, resulting in a fitness landscape (Lande 1976 ); a population then just climbs up its fitness landscape until it reaches a maximum. A single fitness value per phenotype does not exist under frequency dependence because fitness depends on the environment (and the environment, in turn, depends on the population's phenotypic composition). To analyze directional evolution under frequency dependence, the direction of selection has to be inferred from local selection gradients. These describe the direction most favored by selection around a population's mean phenotype (in the quantitative genetics approach) or resident phenotype (in the adaptive dynamics approach).
Calculating local selection gradients under frequency dependence relies on the key notion of invasion fitness. The invasion fitness ( , ) fxx ′ of a rare phenotype x ′ in the environment E determined by a phenotype x simply is the per capita growth rate of x ′ in E (Metz et al. 1992; Rand et al. 1993; Ferrière and Gatto 1995) . If ( , ) fxx ′ is positive, x′ can invade into a population dominated by x , otherwise it cannot. In the quantitative genetics approach, E is inferred from x by assuming that a population's phenotypic distribution has mean x and constant variance (e.g., Abrams et al. 1993) .
[Even though little used, more elaborate approaches do exist, in which also a population's variances and covariances are allowed to change dynamically, while other features of the phenotypic distribution are then kept constant instead (Taper and Case 1985; Iwasa et al. 1991; Vincent et al. 1993; Turelli and Barton 1994) . The resulting models are relatively complex and therefore rarely applied.] The situation is simpler in the adaptive dynamics approach, where it is assumed that the resident population is essentially monomorphic at x , since, between evolutionary innovations, selection has sufficient time to weed out deleterious variation (e.g., Metz et al. 1996) . The local selection gradient is defined as the direction around a resident phenotype towards which variant phenotypes have the highest invasion fitness. Once the invasion fitness of a specific model is known, its local selection gradient can be calculated as
. For example, when considering two phenotypic components,
is also a twodimensional vector, capturing the sensitivity of invasion fitness with regard to variations in the phenotypic components 1 x ′ and 2 x ′ . Average evolutionary change in the phenotype x follows the local selection gradient, Lande (1979) and Dieckmann and Law (1996) for derivations based, respectively, on quantitative genetics and adaptive dynamics; since we are, like Levins, primarily interested in geometric analyses of one-dimensional trade-off curves embedded in two-dimensional trait spaces, covariance constraints will usually not affect the evolutionary outcomes, as we explain in the Discussion]. By considering a tangent vector h along a trade-off curve we can conclude that directional evolution ceases where 0 gh ⋅ = , while evolution takes the phenotype in (against) the direction of h as long as 0 gh ⋅ > ( 0 gh ⋅ < ). As a first geometric element of our extended toolbox we now introduce curves that, at any point in trait space, are orthogonal to the local selection gradient and hence to all resultant evolutionary trajectories. For any point on such a curve, the curve itself locally separates regions of phenotypes that can be reached though sequences of successful x . The strategy a x is convergence stable (i.e., attainable through gradual evolution along the trade-off curve), whereas the strategy b x is not. (B) I-boundaries determine the evolutionary stability of a singular strategy. Two I-boundaries are drawn for the singular strategies a x and b x : these delimit the range of strategies that can invade the corresponding singular strategy. Accordingly, the strategy a x is locally evolutionarily stable (i.e., uninvasible by its neighbors along the trade-off curve), whereas the strategy b x is not. Section 5 contains a summary of how to use A-boundaries and I-boundaries.
invasions involving infinitesimal phenotypic steps, from phenotypes for which this is not possible. Accordingly, we refer to these curves as attainability boundaries, or Aboundaries for short. A-boundaries allow us to determine geometrically which parts of trade-off curves are evolutionarily attracting, and how directional evolution proceeds once a trade-off curve has been reached, as illustrated in figure 1A . As far as directional evolution is concerned, A-boundaries thus assume exactly the role that contours of the adaptive function played in Levins's original approach; in the absence of frequency-dependent selection, these two types of curve simply coincide. By comparing A-boundaries and trade-off curves we can predict evolution's direction along the latter: the evolving phenotype slides along the trade-off curve until the two become parallel ( figure 1A) , or a boundary of the feasible trait space is reached. In other words, with A S and T S denoting, respectively, the slopes of A-boundaries and of trade-off curves, directional evolution ceases at points along a trade-off curve at which these two slopes coincide, AT SS = . Such points are called evolutionarily singular (Metz et al. 1996) . 
Geometric analysis of convergence stability and evolutionary stability
When selection is frequency-dependent, evolutionarily singular points have two independent stability properties (Eshel and Motro 1981; Eshel 1983; Taylor 1989; Christiansen 1991; Takada and Kigami 1991) . Local evolutionary stability implies that a phenotype cannot be invaded by any neighboring phenotypes, whereas convergence stability, or attainability, implies that directional evolution around a phenotype leads towards it. Consequently, four types of evolutionarily singular phenotype have to be distinguished (see glossary). (a) First are so-called continuously stable strategies (Eshel and Motro 1981; Eshel 1983) , which are both locally evolutionarily stable and convergence stable, and thus serve as likely endpoints of gradual evolutionary change. (b) Second are invasible repellors, lacking both local evolutionary stability and convergence stability. (c) Third are so-called Garden-of-Eden configurations (Nowak and Sigmund 1989) , which are locally evolutionarily stable (and hence uninvasible once attained) and at the same time evolutionarily repelling (and hence not attainable through small evolutionary steps). (d). Fourth are evolutionary branching points (Metz et al. 1992 (Metz et al. , 1996 , which are convergence stable but lack local evolutionary stability. The latter configurations cause evolutionary convergence to disruptive selection, which can induce the phenotypic divergence of two subpopulations, resulting in a population-level dimorphism. In this paper we provide a geometric framework for analyzing how, under conditions of frequency-dependent selection, evolutionary outcomes of these four types depend on the shape and position of trade-off curves constraining the course of evolution. Notice that in models of frequency-independent evolution types (c) and (d) cannot occur.
The A-boundaries considered above allow for a simple geometric assessment of convergence stability. Singular phenotypes are evolutionary attractors (i.e., they are convergence stable or evolutionarily attainable) if their A-boundary shows that no neighboring phenotypes can be reached by directional evolution ( a x in figure 1A ). Otherwise such phenotypes are evolutionary repellors (i.e., they are not convergence stable and thus evolutionarily unattainable; b x in figure 1A ). To assess evolutionary stability, we need to introduce a second type of curve: for any point in trait space, the invasibility boundary (I-boundary for short) separates regions of phenotypes that can invade into a population situated at that point from phenotypes that cannot. The I-boundary of a given point x thus delineates its invader set, which includes all points x ′ with ( , ) 0 fxx ′ > . Notice that the I-and A-boundaries of any point x have identical slopes at x , IA SS = . A singular phenotype lying on a trade-off curve experiences disruptive selection if its invader set includes the surrounding trade-off curve ( b x in figure 1B ). By contrast, if the trade-off curve does not fall into the invader set, selection on the singular phenotype is stabilizing ( a x in figure 1B) .
Thus, the relative curvatures of A-boundaries, I-boundaries, and trade-off curves determine the mode of selection at evolutionarily singular phenotypes. Since, by definition, the local selection gradient at a singular phenotype is orthogonal to the local I-boundary, A-boundary, and trade-off curve, it is convenient to use the following simple convention for defining the signs of their curvatures: when, looking along the local selection gradient, the curve is convex, it has positive curvature, and otherwise its curvature is negative. This convention is shown in figure 2A . Denoting curvatures by A C , I C , and T C , respectively, we can thus conclude that a singular phenotype is convergence stable (unstable) if TA CC < ( TA CC > ) and locally evolutionarily stable (unstable) if TI CC < ( TI CC > ). In other words, a singular phenotype is evolutionarily stable (attainable) whenever the surrounding part of the trade-off curve does not fall in the region of trait space delineated by the I-boundary (A-boundary) into which the local selection gradient points. This result allows for a rapid visual assessment of evolutionary and convergence stability along one-dimensional trade-offs embedded in two-dimensional trait spaces. Analytical details corresponding to these geometric insights are provided in Appendix 1.
Summary of geometric analysis
With these geometric tools in place we can predict how outcomes of frequencydependent evolution depend on the shape of trade-off curves:
• Which parts of trade-off curves are attracting directional evolution is determined by a model's A-boundaries.
• Along a trade-off curve, directional evolution ceases where A-boundaries (and therefore also I-boundaries) have the same slope as the trade-off curve, AIT SSS ==. Garden -of-Eden:
Evolutionary branching point:
• Depending on the curvatures of A-boundaries, I-boundaries, and the trade-off curve, such singular phenotypes possess evolutionary (convergence) stability if and only if TI CC < ( TA CC < ). Figure 2 illustrates the resultant geometric 'signatures' of the four types of evolutionarily singular phenotype, i.e., the relative ordering of the trade-off curve, Aboundary and I-boundary that leads to a specific evolutionary outcome. The case of singular phenotypes not lying on a trade-off curve but instead in the interior of the feasible trait space is briefly covered in Appendix 1; since selection is then unaffected by the focal trade-off, such cases are not further discussed here. Notice that Garden-ofEden configurations ( figure 2D ) and evolutionary branching points ( figure 2E ) require trade-off curves be sandwiched between the local A-and I-boundaries. This underscores that, if A-and I-boundaries coincide, as happens under frequency-independent selection, these types of evolutionarily singular strategy are ruled out.
It is particularly interesting to take a close look at the geometric conditions that can lead to population-level polymorphisms. To reach such polymorphisms gradually, evolution must converge on an evolutionary branching point, which requires IT A CCC <<. We can therefore visualize the potential for evolutionary branching by depicting the difference AI CC − through grayscales in trait space, with white indicating all negative values and zero, and with the darkest gray corresponding to the maximal difference and thus to the highest potential for evolutionary branching. This method is particularly useful for assessing through which parts of trait space a trade-off curve has to pass and which shape it has to possess there for it to induce a population-level polymorphism.
Notice that once the potential for dimorphism has been established, the corresponding dimorphic evolutionary attractor is determined by considering the invasion fitness (, , ) ab fxx x ′ of phenotypes x ′ in a dimorphic population dominated by phenotypes a x and b x . Analytical details are explained elsewhere (e.g., Geritz 1998) and no geometric method appears to exist as yet to replace the established analytical techniques.
Two illustrative examples
As a deliberately simple first example, we consider an annual organism in an environment consisting of two types of habitat, where the two probabilities i x to survive in habitat 1,2 i = can change evolutionarily. While it is natural to assume that a trade-off exists between these survival probabilities, we do not wish to restrict ourselves to any ad-hoc choice. At the beginning of seasons, individuals are randomly distributed across habitats, and at the season's end a fixed number of randomly selected individuals are recruited from each habitat, with a fraction 1 c coming from habitat 1 and a fraction 21 1 cc = − coming from habitat 2. We now consider a phenotype x′ at frequency p in a population with resident phenotype x at frequency 1 qp = − . At the end of the season, the frequency of x′ is thus given by (, ) xx can be alternatively turned into a continuously stable strategy, an invasible repellor, or an evolutionary branching point: this only requires the trade-off's shape be chosen appropriately. On the other hand, no trade-off whatsoever can induce a Garden-of-Eden configuration here. In addition, the potential for evolutionary branching turns out to be highest when the two survival probabilities 1 x and 2 x are low. (B) Enlargement of the boxed area in (A). For three different trade-off curves, the resulting evolutionarily singular strategies are shown by filled circles. Trade-off R induces an invasible repellor, trade-off B an evolutionary branching point, and trade-off C a continuously stable strategy. (C) In the right column, the recruitment fraction 1 c from habitat 1 has been reduced to 1 0.35 c = : in response to this environmental change, A-and Iboundaries become shallower. The altered geometry implies that, for all trade-off curves, there now is a stronger selection pressure towards survival in habitat 2. Also, as shown by the shading, evolutionary branching now is more likely when survival in habitat 2 exceeds survival in habitat 1. (D) Enlargement of the boxed area in (C). Along trade-off R, a larger set of initial phenotypes (left of the repellor) will now evolve toward high survival in habitat 2. Along trade-off B1, no evolutionary branching is possible any more; instead, evolution simply seeks to maximize survival in habitat 2. Trade-off B2 gives an example of a curve shape that induces evolutionary branching under the altered environmental conditions. The continuously stable strategy along trade-off curve C moves left and up, corresponding to enhanced survival in habitat 2 at the cost of diminished survival in habitat 1. Section 6 provides further details about the first example. Results of our geometric analysis are presented in figure 3 . Inspection of diagrams like figures 3A and 3B reveals that for any value of 1 c any point in trait space can be turned into either a continuously stable strategy, an invasible repellor, or an evolutionary branching point, if only the trade-off between 1 x and 2 x is chosen appropriately. By contrast, in this model no choice of trade-off can ever bring about a Garden-of-Eden configuration. In addition, the distribution of grayscales highlights that evolutionary branching points become more likely if the evolutionarily singular survival probabilities induced by a trade-off are low and proportional to recruitment, 12 12 / / xx cc ≈ . We can also easily draw the following comprehensive conclusions concerning the implications of particular trade-off shapes. A continuously stable strategy arises for all convex trade-offs (trade-offs C in figures 3C and 3D) , and also for linear trade-offs, as used, e.g., by de Meeus and Goudet (2000) . Slightly concave trade-offs will result in evolutionary branching points (trade-offs B1 in figure 3C and B2 in figure 3D ). It can even be shown (both analytically and geometrically) that the particular trade-off shape resulting from normally distributed utilization along a one-dimensional phenotypic axis, as used by Kisdi and Geritz (2001) , can only lead to either continuously stable strategies or evolutionary branching points. By contrast, our geometric analysis shows that any trade-off that, at the singular phenotype it induces, is more concave than the local Aboundary brings about an invasible repellor (trade-offs R in figures 3C and 3D ). This last possibility was systematically overlooked in previous work on this model through which only particular trade-off families were analyzed.
An important additional feature of the geometric analysis is that it allows predicting, independently of trade-off shape, how environmental change affects evolutionary outcomes. The transition from figure 3C to figure 3D illustrates the effect of decreasing the fraction 1 c of individuals recruited from habitat 1: it results in shallower Aboundaries throughout trait space. Given the direction of the local selection gradient, this means that there will be selection for a higher survival in habitat 2 at the expense of a lower survival in habitat 1, whatever the shape of the trade-off curve. Accordingly, along trade-off C the continuously stable strategy shifts left. Along the slightly concave trade-off B1, no slope matches the new A-boundaries such that the evolutionary branching point on B1 disappears and is replaced by directional evolution to the left (trade-off B2 illustrates that evolutionary branching points can yet be induced by a different trade-off shape). Finally, along the more strongly concave trade-off R, the invasible repellor shifts to the right, thus increasing the basin of attraction of the phenotype maximizing survival in habitat 2.
In our second example we consider an organism living in an environment consisting of two habitat types and possessing two phenotypic components i x , 1,2 i = . This time the environment is aseasonal: individuals randomly encounter the two habitat types with probability i c , experience the same intrinsic per capita growth rate r in each habitat, and are density-regulated through symmetric Lotka-Volterra competition. The carrying capacity of phenotypes in each habitat differs according to ( ) ii Kx k x = , where k is a scaling factor. We assume that the competition coefficients between two different 
. Contrary to the first example, the relative contribution of each habitat is thus no longer fixed, but instead varies with phenotype. For 2 σ = ∞ , competitive outcomes between phenotypes only depend on the ratio of their carrying capacities. Once established, phenotypes with higher carrying capacities are better able to suppress the growth of potential invaders. Therefore, phenotypes that can be reached through gradual evolution cannot be reached through direct invasion. As shown in figure 4A , this leads to the possibility of Garden-of-Eden configurations. Niche partitioning occurs for 2 σ < ∞ and yields an advantage to rarity, since competition between different phenotypes is then weaker than competition among them. Accordingly, the potential for encountering evolutionary branching points increases as Figure 4D shows that, contrary to Levins's conclusion for evolution under frequency-independent selection, polymorphisms can originate from a convex trade-off. As mentioned before, this only requires that the I-boundaries are also convex with a curvature lower than that of the trade-off curve. Figure 4E demonstrates that, again contrary to Levins's conclusion, the combination of a concave trade-off and concave fitness contours can result in monomorphic evolutionary outcomes. For this to happen, the concave A-and Iboundaries just have to possess a larger curvature than the trade-off curve. Finally, figure 4F illustrates how trade-offs with more intricate shapes can induce complex forms of evolutionary bistability, in this case between a continuously stable strategy and an evolutionary branching point.
All conclusions obtained above through geometric inspection can be derived analytically, using the tools described in Appendix 1.
Discussion
We have introduced a systematic framework for geometrically understanding constrained two-dimensional life-history evolution under frequency-dependent selection. The method enables to visualize in phenotypic space three important characteristics of frequency dependent selection: A-boundaries show phenotypes attainable by small evolutionary steps, I-boundaries show phenotypes that can invade an established resident, and shading shows the potential for evolutionary branching (as in figures 3A-3B and figures 4A-4C). Possible trade-off curves can then be superimposed to visualize evolutionary outcomes easily (as in figures 3C-3D and figures 4D-4F). As the particular shapes of most life-history trade-offs are uncertain and often controversial, we propose the following advantages of this analysis: (i) evolutionary implications of all relevant trade-off shapes can be analyzed in one go, (ii) evolutionary outcomes overlooked in earlier analysis based on specific trade-offs can be revealed, (iii) evolutionary conclusions are robust to variations within the classes of trade-off shapes delineated by the analysis itself, and (iv) qualitative effects of environmental changes on evolutionary outcomes can be derived independently of the trade-off considered. Our framework thus brings a vast range of fundamental life-history questions involving frequency dependence into the remit of a geometric method that can separate between the evolutionary implications of selection pressures and of adaptive constraints. Any life-history trade-off involving two evolutionarily variable continuous phenotypes can thus be investigated. Naturally, life-history trade-offs critically involving three or more independent phenotypic components are not amenable to a geometric analysis based on two-dimensional diagrams.
It may sometimes be desirable to extend the approach presented here to situations in which the gradual evolution of a two-dimensional phenotype x is described by / () () dx dt v x g x ∞⋅ , where g is the local selection gradient and v equals either a population's genetic variance-covariance matrix (quantitative genetics approach) or the variance-covariance matrix assumed for the distribution of evolutionary innovations (adaptive dynamics approach). Our geometric framework can accommodate this generalization simply by plotting the vectors vg ⋅ instead of g in diagrams like figures 13 3 and 4. Notice that, while this may affect which parts of a trade-off curve or which interior singular phenotypes are evolutionarily attracting (Leimar 2001) , evolution along a trade-off curve is one-dimensional and consequently does not involve a variancecovariance matrix.
Evolutionary responses to frequency-dependent disruptive selection, and thus establishment of population-level polymorphisms, differ in models based, alternatively, on quantitative genetics or adaptive dynamics. In general, asexual populations are bound to become bimodal in response to disruptive selection, while such evolution may be prevented in sexual populations through segregation and recombination (Felsenstein 1981) . In the quantitative genetics approach based on Lande (1979) , the assumption of normally distributed phenotypes with constant variances precludes evolution of bimodality; this approach is thus more geared to sexual organisms. By contrast, the bimodalities that can arise in asexual organisms are well described by the adaptive dynamics approach. Yet, it has recently been highlighted that sexual populations can also become bimodal through frequency-dependent disruptive selection as long as mating between the two modes is (or evolves to become) sufficiently assortative (e.g., Johnson et al. 1996; Dieckmann and Doebeli 1999) . Addressing questions of this nature requires genetically explicit modeling, which is beyond our scope here.
Finally, we would like to draw attention to the power of the analytical counterpart of the geometric approach introduced here. Especially for life-history models involving a multitude of parameters or trade-offs, it can be advantageous to replace the visual inspection of diagrams by derivations and proofs. Appendix 1 provides the tools necessary for such analyses. • First is the fitness set, which simply is the subset of trait space allowed by a tradeoff or constraint. Only combinations of performances lying inside the fitness set are feasible and can thus be reached by evolution of those performances.
• Second is the adaptive function. Restricting attention to frequency-independent selection, this function is defined for all points in trait space and measures the organism's fitness in the heterogeneous environment resulting from its performance in the two separate habitats. Relying on the notion of adaptive evolution maximizing frequency-independent fitness, Levins reached the following conclusions about expected evolutionary outcomes:
• When the fitness set is convex (looking along the main diagonal towards the origin), a single generalist evolves ( figure 5A ).
• When the fitness set is concave and the adaptive function is linear, a single specialist evolves ( figure 5B ).
• When the fitness set is concave and the adaptive function is hyperbolic, a mixture of two specialist strategies evolves ( figure 5C ). This can either correspond to an individual-level mixed strategy (in which each individual probabilistically switches between two pure strategies) or to a population-level mixed strategy (in which two different phenotypes coexist in a dimorphism). Like in evolutionary game theory (Maynard Smith 1982) , these two biologically quite distinct situations are formally equivalent in Levins's approach.
Appendix 3: Comparison of approaches
Two critical modifications are required for extending Levins's geometric approach to frequency-dependent selection. First, components of fitness can no longer be used as axes defining a population's trait space: since the fitness of an organism no longer only depends on its own phenotype but also on those in the remainder of its population, fitness components no longer uniquely characterize a phenotype. Our new framework is therefore directly based on the underlying phenotypic traits; these same axes are also C A B
Performance in environment 1 Performance in environment 2 traditionally used to define adaptive landscapes. As a result of this change of axes, Levins's fitness sets are replaced by the more general notion of trade-off curves. Second, to describe frequency-dependent selection we have to replace Levins's adaptive function by the more general notion of invasion fitness. Since fitness contours dynamically vary as evolution proceeds, static contours -a key feature in Levins's geometric analysis -are unavailable under frequency-dependent selection. Only when frequency-dependent selection is absent, the I-and A-boundaries introduced in the present paper coincide and concur with the contours of Levins's static adaptive function.
Compared to Levins's original classification of evolutionary outcomes (Appendix 2), we must draw attention to two important changes relative to his conclusions. First, even when trade-off curves are convex, evolution can become polymorphic -we only need figure 4D ). Second, even when trade-off curves and fitness contours are concave, evolution can remain monomorphic -we only need , TI A CC C < (figure 4E.).
